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Fully Escorted Tours Introduce
Retirees to Costa Rica
NewsUSA

(NU) - Retirees seeking comfortable
climates,
relaxed
lifestyles, and affordable, quality
medical care might find a hidden
gem in Costa Rica.
In fact, International Living
magazine named Costa Rica number three, ahead of Spain, France,
and Mexico, on its 2020 list of top
places to retire. Other appealing
features include the low cost of living and ease of buying real estate.
One of the reasons for capturing the top spot is that Costa Rica
offers a diverse history and culture
that make it an enriching location
for travel, as well as retirement.
Many retirees from the United
States who are interested in living
abroad have discovered the elements that make Costa Rica unique
and special.
Anyone contemplating retirement either sooner or farther down
the road can become familiar with
Costa Rica through a fully escorted
tour. Many time-share organizations will target tourists and can be
scams, so it is important to make
informed decisions about how to
travel and explore. Companies
such as Caravan Tours provide immersive experiences that include
meals, transportation, and excursions across more than 750 miles
of the country.
The Caravan Costa Rica Natural Paradise tour offers nine days
of carefully chosen hotels, delicious meals, and entertaining excursions for an all-inclusive price.
The relaxed, yet engaging, itinerary is designed to balance singlenight and two-night stays for an
unhurried pace, and each day includes scenic and rest stops. Comprehensive sightseeing with local
guides provides an ideal opportunity for retirees and future retirees
to become familiar with the country.
The Natural Paradise tour kicks
off in San Jose, where Caravan
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tours provides easy transportation
from the airport to the hotel. Day
trips from San Jose include visits
to a coffee plantation and an artists’
village in the Central Mountain
Range.
Other highlights of the tour include the Cano Negro Cruise,
which passes through a wildlife
refuge that is home to a variety of
animals, including whistling
ducks, howler monkeys, and water-walking lizards, followed by an
evening soak in volcanic hot
springs. In addition, travelers have
opportunities to hike the suspension bridges of Guanacaste with a
naturalist guide, and visit to the
Manuel Antonio National Park
with its spectacular rain forest and
beach cove, as well as enjoy the
amenities of a world class beach
resort.
Caravan Tours is a member of
ASTA (American Society of Travel Agents), NTA (National Tour
Association), CLIA (Cruise Lines
International Association), and an
allied member of ACTA (Alliance
of Canadian Travel Agencies).
For more information about
fully escorted tours to Costa Rica,
visit caravan.com.

